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This paper discusses the implementation of nonlinear material properties in a two-dimensional (2D) magnetostatic finite-element (FE) solver for
radially symmetric models. It is shown that, when saturation occurs, the particular dependence of the magnetic vector potential on the radial coordinate
as required for radial symmetry, is lost. Despite the 2D geometrical symmetry, the weighted residual approach requires numerical quadrature points
to be distributed along the direction of symmetry. The 2D solver with radial symmetry is illustrated by calculating the performance of a dual-rotor
permanent-magnet axial-flux machine.
Index Terms—Finite element methods, magnetostatics, nonlinear magnetics, partial differential equations, permanent magnet
machines.
I. INTRODUCTION
EFFICIENT use of ferromagnetic cores in electromagneticdevices requires the material to be used at early saturation
[1]. Such systems are described by the magnetostatic or
magnetoquasistatic subsets of the Maxwell equations. In the
presence of saturable materials, the formulations are linearized
by a fixed-point technique, e.g. the polarization method [2],
the successive substitution technique [3] or the Newton method
[4]. Nonlinear problems come with a significant increase of
the computational cost. 2D simulation is favoured over 3D
simulation whenever the geometry, excitations and bound-
ary conditions are in essence two-dimensional or when a
reduction to a 2D model introduces a tolerable modelling
error. Cartesian and axisymmetric 2D models are well known
and are provided in both commercial and freeware software
packages. A radially symmetric situation is characterized by
magnetic flux lines confined in cylindrical shells and by
currents in radial direction. A 2D reduction for this case is
less obvious, but is promising for an important segment of
electromagnetic devices, e.g., axial-flux machines [5], disk
motors, cylindrical magnetic brakes and multi-coil induction
cooking systems. Previous research [6], [7] has shown that
the choice of dedicated finite-element (FE) shape functions
is of paramount importance to guarantee the partition-of-
unity, consistency and convergence properties of the numerical
scheme. In particular, the FE shape functions need to depend
on the radial coordinate. Such dependence on the direction of
symmetry is not encountered in the cartesian and axisymmetric
cases. In this paper, the 2D FE solver for radial symmetry is
equipped with the Newton method for dealing with nonlinear
materials. The particularity of radial symmetry necessitates
a specific nonlinear update scheme and construction of the
Jacobian matrices.
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II. NONLINEAR FORMULATION AND NEWTON PROCEDURE
The magnetostatic formulation
∇× (ν (B)∇×A) = J (1)
is obtained from Ampe`re’s equation by relating the magnetic
flux density B = ∇ ×A to the magnetic vector potential A
and relating the magnetic field strength H to the magnetic
flux density by H = νB. Here, the reluctivity ν depends on
the magnetic flux density because of ferromagnetic saturation.
Equation (1) is linearized by the Newton method [4]. The most
common form solves for increments δA of A. It is, however,
beneficial to explicitly linearize the problem for each material
point in its operating point
(
H(k),B(k)
)
[8], i.e.,
H (B) = H(k)m + ν¯
(k)
d B , (2)
where H(k)m is the magnetisation field strength and ν¯
(k)
d
is the differential reluctivity tensor. Equation (2) serves as
linearization of any isotropic or anisotropic, hard or soft
magnetic material. E.g., for an isotropic steel with a scalar
BH-characteristic (Fig. 1), the linearized characteristic is
described by
H(k)m = H
(k)
m e
(k)
B ; (3)
ν¯
(k)
d = ν
(k)1 + 2B(k)
(
dν
dB2
)(k)
B(k) , (4)
where 1 is the unit tensor, e(k)B = B
(k)/|B(k)| and H(k)m , ν(k)
and
(
dν
dB2
)(k)
are evaluated for the BH-characteristic in point(∣∣H(k)∣∣ , ∣∣B(k)∣∣)). The Newton procedure amounts to solving
A(k+1) from
∇×
(
ν¯
(k)
d ∇×A(k+1)
)
= J−∇×H(k)m . (5)
The iterations are stopped when a convergence criterion is
met, typically when the relative change in the stored magnetic
energy is below a user-defined threshold.
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Fig. 1: BH-characteristic with operating point
(
H(k), B(k)
)
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Fig. 2: 3D model of an axial-flux machine; diametric section A-A’; cylindrical
section B-B’ stratified to a 2D plane.
III. REDUCTION TO RADIAL SYMMETRY
A cylindrical coordinate system (r, θ, z) with r the radial,
θ the peripheral and z the axial coordinate is used. A model
is said to feature radial material symmetry when the material
distribution does not depend on r. When the current density
J = (Jr, 0, 0) has only a radial component, the generated
magnetic flux density B = (0, Bθ, Bz) will only have a
peripheral and an axial component [9], [6], [10]. Moreover,
Jr and Bθ are inversely proportional to r, whereas Bz does
not depend on r. This specific dependence of the fields on r is
called radial field symmetry [11]. In the standard cartesian and
axisymmetric cases, the material and field symmetries are of
the same type, whereas in the radially symmetric case, as well
as in the helicoidally symmetric case [11], this is no longer
true.
The axial-flux machine of Fig. 2 serves as an illustration.
The magnetically active part of the machine has a radially
symmetric geometry for r1 ≤ r ≤ r2 and carries a radially
oriented current density. The symmetry is violated by the
coil end parts and by fringing effects. However, these end
effects are assumed to have a negligible influence on the fields
in r1 ≤ r ≤ r2. The magnetic flux lines are confined on
cylindrical shells. It makes sense to consider a 2D model
ranging between r = r1 and r = r2, with a radial extent
`r = r2−r1 and located at a reference shell Seq with reference
radius req. The magnetic vector potential can be reduced to
its radial component Ar.
IV. FINITE-ELEMENT DISCRETISATION
It is not recommended to explicitly restrict the vectorial
partial differential equation (1) to its r-component and then
introduce nodal FE shape functions for Ar. A better technique
is to define a transformation between the radially symmetric
model and a cartesian or axisymmetric model [12], [10]. As
another alternative, we suggest to define dedicated vectorial
FE shape functions. The lowest-order FE shape functions we,j
defined at element e read:
we,j =
Ne,j(r, θ, z)
r2 − r1 er ; (6)
Ne,j =
ae,j
1
r + be,jrθ + ce,j
z
r
2Se
, (7)
where er is the radial unit vector, Se is the cross-sectional
area of the considered triangle in the reference plane, and
the coefficients ae,j , be,j and ce,j follow from enforcing
Ne,j(req, θq, zq) = δjq with δ the Kronecker delta function at
the nodes in the reference plane. In [6], it has been shown that
we,j(r, θ, z) are edge elements [13], fulfil a partition-of-unity
property, are consistent and guarantee polynomial convergence
of the discrete solution.
The FE shape functions (6) are used to weigh the linearised
formation and to discretise the magnetic vector potential,
leading to the discrete counterpart of (5), i.e.,
K(k)νd
_a(k+1) =
_
j +
_
j
(k)
m , (8)
where the notation is borrowed from the finite integration
technique [14] and the matrix and vector entries are:
K
(k)
νd,ij
=
∫
V
(
ν¯
(k)
d ∇×wi
)
· (∇×wj) dV ; (9)
_
j i =
∫
V
J ·wi dV ; (10)
_
j
(k)
m,i = −
∫
V
H(k)m · (∇×wi) dV . (11)
V. UPDATE FOR THE NONLINEARITY
The magnetic flux density depends on the radial coordinate
r. As a consequence, also the saturation level depends on r.
Material points (ra, θp, zp) at a shell with a small radius ra
saturate earlier than corresponding material points (rb, θp, zp)
at a larger radius rb. Evaluating the material characteristic
at a single material point, e.g., at the reference shell, may
lead to a poor treatment of the nonlinearity. Instead, a number
of material points (rp, θp, zp) are distributed along the radial
direction according to the points used by the numerical quadra-
ture rule for calculating (9), (10) and (11). At each material
point, the magnetic flux density is calculated on the basis of the
results of the previous Newton step, the material characteristic
is evaluated and the magnetisation field strengths H(k)m,p and
the differential reluctivity tensors ν¯(k)d,p are determined. The
fact that ν¯(k)d and H
(k)
m depend on r substantially complicates
the calculation of (9) and (11) compared to the linear case
reported in [6]. Such situation is unseen in standard cartesian
and axisymmetric formulations.
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the calculation of (9) and (11) compared to the linear case
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Fig. 3: Gauss quadrature points in a triangular prism and transformation of
the domain to a tapered triangular prism.
The integration domain ∪eVe = V is decomposed in tapered
triangular prisms Ve = Se ⊗ [r1, r2]. The integrals in (9),
(10) and (11) are calculated per element Ve. A first approach
consists of mapping the integrands from Ve to a reference
prism and using 3D Gauss quadrature rules specified for such
prisms [15] (Fig. 3). However, in [7], it was shown that
the inverse proportionality on r hampers the convergence of
Gauss-type quadrature rules. Instead of invoking more accurate
but also more expensive adaptive integration techniques, here,
the integrals are worked out in two successive steps, i.e.,
the integration in r is carried out numerically, whereas the
integration in θ and z is done analytically. This results in
K
(k)
νd,e,ij
=
1
4Se`r
[
ce,i
req
−be,i
]
ν¯
(k)
d,av
[ ce,j
req
−be,j
]
(12)
_
j e,i =
Se
3
hj
req
; (13)
_
jm,e,i = −
1
2
[
ce,i
req
−be,i
] [ H(k)m,av,θ
H
(k)
m,av,z
]
(14)
where
ν¯
(k)
d,av,e =
1
`r
∫ r2
r1
[
ν
(k)
d,θθ
req
r ν
(k)
d,zθ
ν
(k)
d,θz ν
(k)
d,zz
r
req
]
dr(15)[
H
(k)
m,av,e,θ
H
(k)
m,av,e,z
]
=
1
`r
∫ r2
r1
[
H
(k)
m,θ
H
(k)
m,z
r
req
]
dr . (16)
The integrals in (15) and (16) are carried out by a one-
dimensional Gauss quadrature rule using the material points
as quadrature points. The elementary 3-by-3 matrices Kνd,e,ij
and the elementary 3-by-1 vectors
_
j e,i and
_
jm,e,i are assem-
bled into Kνd ,
_
j and
_
jm.
In saturation, the originally assumed radial material sym-
metry is lost. Then, the magnetic flux migrates from one
cylindrical shell to another, even if the geometry is fully
radially symmetric [5]. Still, the choice of we,j imposes
specific field symmetries for each intermediate solution. The
magnetic flux density obeys
B(r, θ, z) =
(
0, Beq,θ
req
r
,Beq,z
)
, (17)
when B(req, θ, z) = (0, Beq,θ, Beq,z). Equations (15) and
(16) represent an averaging of ν¯(k)d and H
(k)
m in the radial
direction. Notice that the individual components are averaged
in a different way. The weighted residual approach averages
_ a
=
0
Jr =
Iapp
rθ2z2
rrefθrrefθ2
z
z2
rrefθrrefθ2
z
z2
_ a
=
0
(a/c) (b/d)
Jr =
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rθ2z2
H
B
νa = νb = cst
H
B
νc = νd = f(B)
case a: νa=linear.
case c νc= nonlinear.
case b: νb=linear.
case d νd= nonlinear.
Fig. 4: Semi-analytical test cases.
the θ- and z-components of the magnetic field strength at the
(r, z)- and (r, θ)-planes respectively, i.e.,
Hav,θ =
1
`r`z
∫ r2
r1
∫ z2
z1
Hθ dr dz ; (18)
Hav,z =
1
`rreq`θ
∫ r2
r1
∫ θ2
θ1
Hzr dr dθ , (19)
where `z and `θ are the extents of the considered planes in
the z- and θ-direction. Inserting (2) and (17) into (18) and
(19) leads to (15). An intuitive explanation is as follows. Bθ
depends on 1r , whereas Bz does not depend on r. Moreover,
Hθ is averaged at rz-planes, whereas Hz is averaged at
rθ-planes of which the cross-section depends on r. As a
consequence, ν¯d,av,θθ is found by averaging ν¯d,θθ scaled by
req
r , whereas ν¯d,av,zz is found by averaging ν¯d,zz scaled by
r
req
. For the θz- and zθ-components of ν¯d, the scaling factors
cancel each other. The averaging of Hm only affects its z-
component.
VI. VALIDATION
The correctness of the above nonlinear FE solver with
radial symmetry is verified for 4 test cases. Each model
considers a ring segment with rectangular cross-section, i.e.,
V = [r1, r2]×[0, θ2]×[0, z2], and is excited by a radial current.
Test cases a and b contain a linear material, whereas test
cases c and d contain a nonlinear material. The boundary con-
ditions of test cases a and c only allow an axial flux, whereas
test cases b and d only allow a peripheral flux. The validation is
done by comparing the calculated magnetic energies (Table I).
The linear models allow a comparison to analytical results [6].
For the nonlinear cases, the magnetic flux density has a simple
spatial distribution, which allows to compute the magnetic
energy according to the BH-characteristic in a semi-analytical
way. In the linear cases, an exact agreement is achieved. For
the nonlinear cases, a distinction is made between the case
with axial flux and the one with peripheral flux. The spatial
distribution of the axial flux, and hence the saturation of the
material, does not depend on r. Then, the nonlinear model
preserves the radial material symmetry and the numerical and
semi-analytical results match very well. On the other hand,
a peripheral magnetic flux density is inhomogeneous in the
radial direction and causes different levels of saturation. Then,
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The integrals in (15) and (16) are carried out by a one-
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cylindrical shell to another, even if the geometry is fully
radially symmetric [5]. Still, the choice of we,j imposes
specific field symmetries for each intermediate solution. The
magnetic flux density obeys
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, (17)
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direction. Notice that the individual components are averaged
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Fig. 3: Gauss quadrature points in a triangular prism and transformation of
the domain to a tapered triangular prism.
The i tegratio domain ∪eVe = V s decomposed in tapered
triangular prisms V = Se ⊗ [r1, r2]. The integrals in (9),
(10) and (11) are calculated per element Ve. A first approach
consists of mapping the integrands from Ve to a reference
prism and using 3D Gauss quadrature rules specified for such
prisms [15] (Fig. 3). However, in [7], it was shown that
the inverse proportionality on r hampers the convergence of
Gauss-type quadrature rules. Instead of invoking more accurate
but also more expensive adaptive integration techniques, here,
the integrals are worked out in two successive steps, i.e.,
the integration in r is carried out numerically, whereas the
in egrat on in θ and z is done analyt . This sults in
K
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=
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4Se`r
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−be,i
]
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]
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; (13)
_
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]
(14)
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=
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(k)
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(k)
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r
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]
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The integrals in (15) and (16) are carried out by a one-
dimensional Gauss quadrature rule using the material points
as quadrature points. The elementary 3-by-3 matrices Kνd,e,ij
and the elementary 3-by-1 vectors
_
j e,i and
_
jm,e,i are assem-
bled into Kνd ,
_
j nd
_
jm.
In saturation, the originally assumed radial material sym-
metry is lost. Then, the magnetic flux migrates from one
cylindrical shell to another, even if the geometry is fully
radially symmetric [5]. Still, the choice of we,j imposes
specific field symmetries for each intermediate solution. The
magnetic flux density obeys
B(r, θ, z) =
(
0, Beq,θ
req
r
,Beq,z
)
, (17)
when B(req, θ, z) = (0, Beq,θ, Beq,z). Equations (15) and
(16) represent an averaging of ν¯(k)d and H
(k)
m in the radial
direction. Notice that the individual components are averaged
in a different way. The weighted residual approach averages
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the θ- and z-components of the magnetic field strength at the
(r, z)- and (r, θ)-planes respectively, i.e.,
Hav,θ =
1
`r`z
∫ r2
r1
∫ z2
z1
Hθ dr dz ; (18)
Hav,z =
1
`rreq`θ
∫ r2
r1
∫ θ2
θ1
Hzr dr dθ , (19)
where `z and `θ are the extents of the considered planes in
the z- and θ-direction. Inserting (2) and (17) into (18) and
(19) leads to (15). An intuitive explanation is as follows. Bθ
depends on 1r , whereas Bz does not depend on r. Moreover,
Hθ is averaged at rz-planes, whereas Hz is averaged at
rθ-planes of which the cross-section depends on r. As a
consequence, ν¯d,av,θθ is found by averaging ν¯d,θθ scaled by
req
r , whereas ν¯d,av,zz is found by averaging ν¯d,zz scaled by
r
req
. For the θz- and zθ-components of ν¯d, the scaling factors
cancel each other. The averaging of Hm only affects its z-
component.
VI. VALIDATION
The correctness of the above nonlinear FE solver with
radial symmetry is verified for 4 test cases. Each model
considers a ring segment with rectangular cross-section, i.e.,
V = [r1, r2]×[0, θ2]×[0, z2], and is excited by a radial current.
Test cases a and b contain a linear material, whereas test
cases c and d contain a nonlinear material. The boundary con-
ditions of test cases a and c only allow an axial flux, whereas
test cases b and d only allow a peripheral flux. The validation is
done by comparing the calculated magnetic energies (Table I).
The linear models allow a comparison to analytical results [6].
For the nonlinear cases, the magnetic flux density has a simple
spatial distribution, which allows to compute the magnetic
energy according to the BH-characteristic in a semi-analytical
way. In the linear cases, an exact agreement is achieved. For
the nonlinear cases, a distinction is made between the case
with axial flux and the one with peripheral flux. The spatial
distribution of the axial flux, and hence the saturation of the
material, does not depend on r. Then, the nonlinear model
preserves the radial material symmetry and the numerical and
semi-analytical results match very well. On the other hand,
a peripheral magnetic flux density is inhomogeneous in the
radial direction and causes different levels of saturation. Then,
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a peripheral magnetic flux density is inhomogeneous in the
radial direction and causes different levels of saturation. Then,
the radial material symmetry is lost and results obtained by
the 2D solver do no longer match the semi-analytical ones.
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TABLE I: Magnetic energy calculated by the 2D FE solver for models with
radial symmetry compared to analytical or semi-analytical results.
2D FE rad.symm. solver (semi-)analytical
linear material, axial flux 6.535e− 07 J 6.540e− 07 J
linear material, peripheral flux 8.491e− 06 J 8.492e− 06 J
nonlinear material, axial flux 4.819e− 06 J 4.821e− 06 J
nonlinear material, peripheral flux 1.561e− 05 J 1.713e− 05 J
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Fig. 5: Axial dual-rotor PM axial-flux machine with saturation coils.
the radial material symmetry is lost and results obtained by
the 2D solver do no longer match the semi-analytical ones.
VII. APPLICATION
The nonlinear FE solver for 2D models with radial sym-
metry is now illustrated by calculating the performance of
a dual-rotor permanent-magnet (PM) axial-flux machine with
saturation coils (Fig. 5). The stator contains 6 coils that locally
saturate the iron yoke at appropriate stator bars. The two
rotors at the front and the back of the machine are shifted
over 180 degrees, such that opposing magnetic poles are
facing each other. The 2D model with radial symmetry is
constructed in FEMM [16], triangulated by Triangle [17] and
solved by a Matlab implementation of the new 2D nonlinear
FE solver. Similarly as in the case of a 2D cartesian model,
only the magnetically active part situated between r = r1
and r = r2 is considered (Fig. 2). Hence, end-winding
effects are neglected. The 2D FE model serves for calculating
electromotive forces and torques. End-winding effects can
be modelled by additional resistances and inductances in an
accompanying circuit model. The magnetic energy and torque
of the motor are plotted as a function of the rotor position in
Fig. 6.
VIII. CONCLUSION
A 2D magnetostatic FE solver for models with radial
symmetry requires dedicated edge shape functions which also
depend on the radial coordinate, necessitating a nonlinear
implementation to consider several material points distributed
along the direction of symmetry. Such situation is not encoun-
tered in the cartesian and axisymmetric 2D cases. The different
saturation levels require material parameters to be averaged in
the radial direction before being assembled into the system of
equations in each Newton step. The solver has been validated
for theoretical models and has been illustrated for a dual-rotor
PM axial-flux machine.
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Fig. 6: Magnetic energy and torque as a function of the rotor position of the
dual-rotor PM axial-flux machine.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
A 2D magnetostatic FE solver for models with radial
symmetry requires dedicated edge shape functions which also
depend on the radial coordinate, necessitating a nonlinear
implementation to consider several material points distributed
alo g the direction of symmetry. Such situation is not encoun-
tered in the cartesian and axisymmetric 2D cases. The different
saturation levels require material parameters to be averaged in
the radial direction before being assembled into the system of
equations in each Newton step. The solver has been validated
for theoretical models and has bee illustrat d f r a dual-rotor
PM axial-flux machine.
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